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Greetings, friend,

Yippee skippy! Judy Moody is here to help put educators and students 
alike in a S-U-P-E-R  G-R-E-A-T mood!

In this guide filled with book-specific activities aligned to the 
Common Core State Standards, you’ll find out-of-this-world fun and 
learning rolled into one. These activities based on Judy Moody, Girl 
Detective are sure to turn your classroom into a learning-palooza! 

by Megan McDonald illustrated by Peter H. Reynolds

HC: 978-0-7636-3450-6 • PB: 978-1-5362-0079-9 
Also available as an e-book

ABOUT THE BOOK
It’s an honest-to-jeepers mystery! Agent Judy Drewdy 

sets out to solve the case of the missing puppy when 

a canine-cop-in-training vanishes into thin air.

Judy Moody is in a mood. A sleuthing, Nancy Drew 

kind of mood. So what’s a WBMS (world’s best mystery 

solver) to do? Go find a mystery, that’s what! And 

she doesn’t have to snoop for long: when Mr. Chips, 

a beloved crime-dog-in-training, goes missing, Judy 

Drewdy and her chums, agents Dills Pickle (Frank), 

Spuds Houdini (Rocky), and James Madagascar 

(Stink), find themselves smack-dab in the middle 

of a real-life, scare-your-pants-off whodunit. Was 

Mr. Chips stolen by dirty dog-nappers? And why 

are chocolate-chip cookies disappearing all over 

town? Watch out for red herrings — along with clever 

references to classic Nancy Drew mysteries — as 

Eagle-Eye Moody and company are hot on the case!

JUDY MOODY GIRL DETECTIVE

LOOK INSIDE FOR  
ACTIVITIES THAT MEET  

COMMON CORE  
STATE STANDARDS!

Common Core  
Connections
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Special Agents and  
Their Bag of Tricks  
Judy creates her own Nancy Drew 
detective kit, which includes items such as: 

• a flashlight 

• a notebook 

• a Grouchy pencil 

• and most important, red lipstick for writing SOS messages (pages 13–14).

Have students think about what they might include in their own detective kit. 
Ask them to collect these items and place them in a backpack. Hold a Detective 
Share in which they take turn pulling items from their bag of tricks. One 
condition, though: students must be able to explain why each item is a necessary 
component of a detective kit. As an added challenge, have students come up with 
a special undercover super-agent name for themselves. Invite them to introduce 
themselves using their agent name when sharing the kit. 

Number-One Rule 
In the course of the story, Judy recites various number-one rules for being a 
successful detective. When students have finished reading the book, have them 
write a list of all of Judy’s number-one rules — such as “Never solve a mystery on 
an empty stomach,” “Never leave home without a bobby pin,” and “Don’t be 
afraid to ask for help.” Then challenge the class to add to Judy’s list by coming 
up with some snappy rules of their own. 

After reviewing the lists, have students use them in a two-part expository writing 
exercise. First ask students to write a job description for a detective. Invite them 
to brainstorm various attributes needed to be a detective, as well as the types 
of duties performed by someone in that position. After students write the job 
description, have them create rules for the job using the list they generated at the 
beginning of this exercise. Take the project one step further by having students 
create job applications and perform mock interviews for the job as well. 

Judy Moody, aka Judy Drewdy 
Discuss why the Nancy Drew series is still so popular and what makes a book a 
classic. Have students engage in a mini research exercise by going to the library 
and looking up all fifty-six titles. While the Internet could be used, some old-
fashioned detective work might better fit the bill for this activity. Using the list  
of book titles as clues, hold a discussion based on the Nancy Drew references 
made throughout Judy Moody, Girl Detective. For example, why does Stink say, 
“Nancy Drew must have more jewels than the queen of England” (page 94)?

COMMON CORE  
CONNECTIONS

Speaking and Listening

Engage effectively in a range of 
collaborative discussions.

Writing Standards

Write informative/explanatory 
texts in which they introduce a 
topic, use facts and definitions 
to develop points, and provide 
a concluding statement or 
section.

Research to Build and Present 
Knowledge

Participate in shared research 
and writing projects.

COMMON CORE  
CONNECTIONS

Speaking and Listening

Recount or describe key ideas or 
details from a text read aloud or 
information presented orally or 
through other media.

Engage effectively in a range of 
collaborative discussions.

Research to Build and Present 
Knowledge

Participate in shared research 
and writing projects.

COMMON CORE  
CONNECTIONS

Speaking and Listening

Engage effectively in a range of 
collaborative discussions.
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Dusting for Fingerprints 
One of the most important things a detective like Judy Drewdy does is dust  
for fingerprints. Have your class dust for fingerprints in the classroom with  
this RARE experiment.

What you’ll need: talcum powder or cornstarch, a soft paintbrush or makeup 
brush, clear tape, dark-colored paper

Note: Smooth surfaces work best when dusting for fingerprints, so choose 
something like a doorknob, mirror, or table.

• Sprinkle a small amount of powder or cornstarch on the surface you’d like to 
test. If someone has touched the surface recently, the powder will stick to the 
oils left behind by the person’s fingers.

• Use the brush to gently wipe off any excess powder.

• The powder that remains will show a fingerprint. Cut a piece of tape large 
enough to cover the surface of the fingerprint and press down, sticky side down.

• Lift up the tape (along with the fingerprint) and carefully press down onto  
a sheet of dark paper. 

After students are finished combing the room for fingerprints, have them write  
a short mystery story about how they think the prints got there. 

 Thumbprint Lineup 
Judy Drewdy, everyone’s favorite girl detective, knows the importance of looking 
closely. Let your students find out how everyone has a unique print by making 
a thumbprint lineup. Have your class make the thumbprint lineup by pressing 
their thumbs on an ink stamp pad, then pressing their thumbs down on white 
paper. Be sure to write each person’s name next to their print so you know whose 
print is whose. Let students use a magnifying glass to get a closer look, and then 
have them write a paragraph comparing and contrasting the different prints.

COMMON CORE  
CONNECTIONS

Speaking and Listening

Engage effectively in a range of 
collaborative discussions.

Writing Standards

Write narratives in which they 
recount a well-elaborated event 
or short sequence of events, 
include details to describe 
actions, thoughts, and feelings, 
use temporal words to signal 
event order, and provide a sense 
of closure.

Research to Build and Present 
Knowledge

Participate in shared research 
and writing projects.
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Observation Test
To be an honest-to-jeepers detective, you need super-sharp powers of observation. 
Test your eagle eyes by looking at the image below. After ten seconds, try to answer 
the questions beneath it without looking at the picture. How many can you answer?

TEST YOUR DETECTIVE SKILLS!

1.  What is the name of the store shown  
in the picture?

2.  What letter appears on the grocer’s 
apron?

3. What object is Judy holding?

4.  How many cars can you see in the  
parking lot? 

5.  What does the sign in the store  
window say?

6. What is Frank holding? 

7. What is Stink doing? 

Answers: (1) Speedy Market, (2) K, (3) magnifying glass, (4) six, (5) Sale, (6) notebook and pencil, (7) looking under cars.

Name        Date
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Master the Book Code
Every good detective 
knows how to read 
in code. Are you an 
amazing enough 
sleuth to decipher 
this message?

Using a copy of Judy Moody, Girl 
Detective, translate the book code to 
the right. The first number in each line 
refers to the page number, the second 
number refers to the line number, and 
the third number refers to the word 
position in the line. For example, the 
first word in the coded phrase can be 
found on page 138, line 8, word 2. 

Crack the Keyboard Code  
Can you decode this keyboard cipher? Using a computer keyboard, find each letter 
below and move one key to the right. For example, H in the code below stands for J, 
the letter directly to the right on a keyboard. For letters or numbers at the end of a 
row, such as L, wrap around to the beginning of the same row, so L would stand for A.

Swrwxrucw Hyst  
Sewqst ua ib rgw  

xlaw!

Answer: You are a WBMS (world’s best mystery solver)!

 138 8 2  .................................

 44 14 6  .................................

 61 11 3  .................................

 (65 1 5  .................................

 65 1 6  .................................

 17 12 3  .................................

 124 14 4  .................................

 65 2 3)!  .................................

 

Answer: Detective Judy Drewdy is on the case!

B B B B B B B B B  B B B B 
B B B B B B  B B  B B  B B B 

B B B B

KNOW THE CODES!

!
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Solve the Cookie Case!
Judy, Stink, Officer Kopp, and Mr. Chips all have a different favorite cookie: peanut-
butter, lemon, chocolate-chip, and chocolate. Use your detective thinking (and 
the grid below) to figure out which person likes which type of cookie based on the 
evidence written in the notebook.

PUT ON YOUR THINKING CAP! 

Peanut-  
But ter Lemon Chocolate- 

Chip Chocolate

Stink and Mr. Chips  

do not like cookies with  

a fruit flavor. 

Chocolate cookies are not 

Officer Kopp’s or Judy’s 

favorite. 

Mr. Chips cannot eat 

chocolate.

Officer Kopp does not  

like chocolate chips. 

k  Judy Moody, Girl Detective is number _____ in 

the Judy Moody series.

k  The author of Judy Moody, Girl Detective is: 

___________________________________________

k  The illustrator of Judy Moody, Girl Detective is: 

___________________________________________ 

Collecting clues
What can you sleuth out by just examining the 
cover of a book? 

Answers: 9, Megan McDonald, Peter H. Reynolds

Answers: Judy = chocolate-chip; Stink = chocolate; Officer Kopp = lemon; Mr. Chips = peanut-butter
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About the Author
Megan McDonald is the creator of the popular and award-winning 

Judy Moody and Stink series. She is also the author of three Sisters 

Club stories, two books about Ant and Honey Bee, and many other 

books for children. She lives in Sebastopol, California, where she is 

a member of the Ice-Cream-for-Life Club at Screamin’ Mimi’s.

About the Illustrator
Peter H. Reynolds is the illustrator of the Judy Moody and Stink 

books and the author-illustrator of The Dot, Playing from the Heart, 

and many other titles. Born in Canada, he now lives in Dedham, 

Massachusetts, where he is part owner of a children’s book and toy 

shop called the Blue Bunny.

Visit www.judymoody.com 

for more teachers’ guides, 

downloadable reading logs, 

sample chapters, and more!
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